
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1010

Chang Yuan said.

Raising the palm of his hand, he slapped his cheek severely.

Thinking of his ridicule and ridicule of Lin Fan, the boundless fear,

almost drowning him, Chang Yuan can be sure.

Just a word from Lin Fan, without him even needing to act in person,

then Tian Hao, Yang Mingpeng and others will completely evaporate

their little role.

“What…what? I offended Lin Fan, this guy will definitely not let me

go! Someday, he will definitely attack me!”

Chang Yuan was scared.

His face was full of terror, fear, jealousy, and resentment.

He was terrified of Lin Fan’s identity.

He was also jealous of Lin Fan’s identity.

This guy is his love rival, the stronger he is, the more resentful he will

be in Changyuan.

“That’s right!”

“Although Lin Fan is treated respectfully by Tian Hao and others! But

he has one fatal aspect, that is… he is the enemy of Jiangnan Bai’s

family!”

Jiangnan Bai’s family!

One of the four hidden world giants, the real hegemon in Jiangnan.

Before Lin Fan, he offended Bai Chen and wiped out the three groups

of white soldiers. Jiang Nan Bai’s family must hate him to the bone.

Once the Bai family started.

Even if Tian Hao and others support Lin Fan, it is tantamount to a

man who is a car, purely seeking death.

“Yes! As long as Jiangnan Bai’s family kills Lin Fan, then not only will I

not worry about my safety, but I can even take advantage of this guy to

take Bai Yi and make her my woman!”

Thought of this.

Chang Yuan was so excited that he almost jumped up.

At this moment, he put his head out of the window again and looked

towards the parking lot below.

however!

As soon as he stretched out his head, he suddenly saw that Lin Fan in

the parking lot seemed to feel that he was also looking towards the

window sill on the tenth floor.

Looks, cold and disdain!

Falling in Chang Yuan’s eyes made him startled:

“Damn, did this guy spot me? But how is this possible!”

“I’m on the tenth floor!” There was a strong expression in Chang

Yuan’s eyes. Deep shock and horror.

Do not know why!

He felt that Lin Fan had just discovered him.

And that look was too terrifying, like a blue dragon staring at his reptile

indifferently, making Chang Yuan frightened and angry, fearful and

terrified.

“No! It must be a coincidence! No matter how great he is, is he still not

superhuman?” “I was so far away, still found me in the night? I must be

thinking too much!”

Chang Yuan kept comforting himself in his heart.

especially!

In his mind, if the Jiangnan Bai family came forward to retaliate against

Lin Fan, in the end, he would not only see the death of Lin Fan’s love

rival, but he could even take advantage of the fisherman’s profit and get

Bai Yi.

The smile at the corner of Chang Yuan’s mouth gradually brightened.

especially!

Imagine Bai Yi’s beautiful face, that enchanting figure, Chang Yuan

only feels an evil fire, surging from his lower abdomen, wishing to

catch Bai Yi now and rectify this goddess on the spot.

“Alright! Bai Yi, you will be mine soon!”

Evil smiled, and Chang Yuan slowly left.
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